
EU Tax Cases Tracker
The service that not only shows you the effect of an important tax case 
on your business, but also saves you hours of research time.

EU Tax Cases Tracker – the new 
online service from LexisNexis®

Allows you not only to assess how a direct or indirect 
tax case in Europe may affect you, but also, in one 
simple search, will show you the full judgment and 
related documents, with links to HMRC guidance, 
legislation, commentary, relevant cases and much  
more, ALL in ONE place.

If you are spending time searching for all this 
information across multiple sites, then EU Tax Cases 
Tracker, with its coverage across key Member States,  
will enable you to work quicker and smarter.

16 expert EU consultants, practising in the key EU 
jurisdictions and led by Philip Baker QC, will ensure 
that the service offers you real-time, authoritative 
information upon which you can rely. This specialist 
panel will provide vital information across the Member 
States on the latest judgments and their impact in each 
country, and little known facts about leading domestic 
judgments not referred to the ECJ.

This service will  
provide the following: 
1  Early identification of cases that are likely to be 

referred (i.e. rumoured/prospective cases) or which 
have been referred, to the ECJ and the issues these 
cases raise

2  Tracking of cases once they are with the Registry at 
the ECJ: e.g. tracking the various written stages in the 
procedure, and any decisions taken regarding the 
disposition of the case

3  Tracking when the Opinion and the Judgment are 
published

4  Tracking what happens to a case once it returns to 
the national court (in the case of a reference for a 
preliminary ruling), or the impact in terms of national 
legislation (e.g. in infringement proceedings). E.g. it 
has been particularly difficult in recent years to keep 
up with what has happened to the Marks & Spencer 
case in the UK, or the Cadbury Schweppes case, after 
they returned to the national courts

5  Uniquely, identification of those cases that are not 
being referred to the ECJ: e.g. where national courts 
considered that the issue was acte claire making it 
unnecessary to make a reference

All this is underpinned by expert analysis from our  
panel of EU experts. The service also includes:

•	 	Court	diary	entries	detailing	forthcoming	European	
court dates

•	 	Detailed	reports	and	analysis	of	ECJ	case	judgments,	
including local and European implications and further 
expected developments

•	 	European	tax	current	awareness	–	news,	blogs	and	
‘rumoured cases’

•	 	Regular	European	case	news	and	analysis	from	a	
distinguished European Editorial Board comprised 
of a network of tax experts in the key European 
jurisdictions, led by Philip Baker QC

   EU Tax Cases Tracker is complementary to the  
   EU Tracker service which tracks EU legislation  
   (directives and regulations).

“Before we had EU Tracker from LexisNexis  
we found the necessary information notoriously 
hard to get hold of. Lots of information that is 
on the web is out of date and incorrect.”   
Buffy Bowles – HR Director.  
Tiger Aspect (part of IMG)



For a free trial or more information on EU Tax Cases Tracker and EU Tracker,  
please go to: www.lexisnexis.co.uk/internationaltax or call +44 (0)20 7400 2984

LexisNexis® EU Tracker  
Introducing EU Tracker –  
the innovative solution from 
LexisNexis that  tracks the true 
status	of	tax	Directives	across	
20 Member States

Using an easy to read traffic light 
system, EU Tracker monitors the 
implementation of EU Directives  
and provides unique analysis 
charting implementation, meaning  
you can:

•	 	Uncover business development 
opportunities by comparing and  
analysing the legal readiness of a  
specific set of countries to spot  
profitable investment potential 

•	  Save time searching, cross-checking  
and compiling information from  
multiple sources

•	 	Srengthen customer relationships by 
staying one step ahead of their changing 
industry landscape and offering them  
pro-active expert advice 

•	  Rest assured that you have the most up- 
to-date and accurate information available

Consolidated content 
•	 	See the true picture of tracked tax 

Directives	across	Europe	with	dedicated	
Inside Tracks for each country - delivering 
specific country information along with 
day-by-day developments, written by  
our team of EU Law experts

•	 	Seamlessly	link	through	to	the	extensive	
sources in LexisNexis Butterworths, 
linking to legislation for the UK, France, 
Germany and Austria as well as the full EU 
Legislation, Cases, Treaties and Materials

Revolutionary functionality

•	 	A unique traffic light system indicates the 
varying	status	of	individual	tax	Directives	
across 20 Member States

•	 	Build	customised	reports	comparing	 
the readiness status across your chosen 
countries at a glance, in pdf or  
word formats

•	 	Quick	and	easy	navigation	feature	
including Quick Find by Nickname 
and Number, plus instant Bookmarks 
to your favourite directives

EU Tax Cases Tracker allows you to: 
Save time, reduce effort – Cut down on the number of sources required 
to research the true status of a case and its potential impact on you. With 
one simple search you get all the information you need.

Drive new business – Identify new tax planning opportunities as EU 
Tax Cases Tracker alerts you to potential or rumoured case law changes. 
Approach new customers with planning options that meet their needs,  
as soon as a case is reported.

Reduce risk – See the real time status of key tax cases across Europe, 
giving you an advantage with both your internal and external clients. 
Analysis is produced by a pan-European Editorial Board led by Philip 
Baker QC offering you reassurance that the material is accurate and 
timely.

Keep up to date – Keep up to date on all tax matters with our daily news, 
expert blogs and current awareness information. This will help you to 
attain a rounded knowledge of all European topical tax matters so that 
whenever you are asked about a subject, maybe even an obscure  
Member State query, you will have the information you need.
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Case searched

How does this case affect different member states?

Track changes as they happen with alerting functionality

Related documents
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